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The Pattern Glare Test was first produced in 2001 in response to
requests from optometrists. It is helpful in identifying patients
susceptible to pattern glare, i.e. perceptual distortions and discomfort
from patterns.1 Such patients are prone to visual stress (Meares-Irlen
syndrome) and are likely to find coloured filters useful.2,3
The perceptual distortions reported in response to patterns with specific
spatial parameters have been shown to be associated with headaches
and ‘eye-strain’ in various ways:
•

People who see many distortions tend to report more
headaches. This association holds only for patterns with
particular parameters (those of Pattern 2), so it is not
attributable simply to response bias.4

•

People see more distortions on days when they are going to
have a headache, up to 24 hours before.5

•

If the headaches are on one side of the head then, in between
headaches, the distortions predominate on one side of the
pattern.4

•

In migraine with aura, the distortions are greater in the lateral
visual field in which the aura occurs.6

•

Patients with migraine find Pattern 2 aversive.7

In addition:
•

The distortions are greater in individuals with impaired flicker
perception.8

•

Patients who benefit from coloured overlays or lenses have
increased levels of pattern glare.2,3,9,10,11
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In the various research studies cited above the details of the method of
testing for pattern glare varied. The Pattern Glare Test described in this
manual was based on previous work, but was developed to encourage a
standardised approach and to facilitate clinical testing.
The associations between headaches and perceptual distortions occur
predominantly for Pattern 2 in the Pattern Glare Test. This pattern has a
spatial frequency close to that at which contrast sensitivity is greatest,
i.e. 2-5 cycles per degree visual angle (cpd), at which each stripe
subtends about 10 minutes of arc. When the spatial frequency is lower
(e.g., 0.5 cpd) relatively few distortions are reported and they are not
associated with headaches and eye-strain.4 Individuals who complain of
many symptoms of visual discomfort in everyday life will usually
report more distortions in response to gratings with a mid spatial
frequency (2-5 cpd) as compared with gratings that have higher and
lower spatial frequencies. Individuals with relatively low visual
discomfort, on the other hand, will usually report more distortions in
response to a high spatial frequency (e.g., 9-12 cpd) grating than a mid
spatial frequency grating,12 although they may report fewer distortions
overall. The nature of the distortions in the high spatial frequency
grating may differ from those in the mid spatial frequency grating,
reflecting a greater relative contribution from optical as opposed to
neurological factors. A possible relationship is summarised in the table
below, where SF refers to spatial frequency.
Visual
discomfort in
everyday life

Discomfort and distortions
in response to
Pattern 1 Pattern 2 Pattern 3
(low SF)
(mid SF)
(high SF)

Low / moderate

+

++

+++

High

+

++++

+++

Design and use of the Pattern Glare Test
The method of testing for pattern glare is extremely simple. The patient
is asked to view a fixation dot at the centre of a pattern for five seconds
and to answer a series of seven questions about any distortions they
perceive (e.g., shimmering, fading). The number of “yes” responses is
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summed to give a score for the pattern glare. The score sheet attached
to this manual can be photocopied. Testing should start with Pattern 1
and end with Pattern 3.
The recommended viewing distance is 40cm, although it is not
necessary for this to be precisely controlled and typically the patient is
allowed to hold the test at their usual reading distance. In view of this,
previous editions of the test quoted approximate spatial frequencies for
each grating. This led to some inaccuracies in the values that were cited
for the spatial frequencies of the gratings in the literature (e.g., Evans
and Stevenson, 2008)13 and accurate values for different working
distances are now given in the table below.
Grating (sf)
Pattern 1 (low)
Pattern 2 (mid)
Pattern 3 (high)
Pattern 1 (low)
Pattern 2 (mid)
Pattern 3 (high)
Pattern 1 (low)
Pattern 2 (mid)
Pattern 3 (high)

test distance (cm)
40
40
40
50
50
50
60
60
60

cpd
0.3
2.3
9.4
0.3
2.8
11.8
0.4
3.4
14.2

Interpreting the results
Evans and Stevenson (2008)13 obtained norms for the Pattern Glare
Test. They found that 95% of normal patients will obtain a score of less
than 4 on Pattern 2. Moreover, if the sum of distortions experienced
with Pattern 3 is subtracted from the sum of distortions with Pattern 2,
then 95% of normal patients will obtain a difference score of less than
2. Patients with higher scores than these values are at risk of visual
stress (Meares-Irlen syndrome) in everyday life and may benefit from
interventions designed to alleviate visual stress. Children with reading
difficulties should be tested with the Intuitive Overlays and/or the
Intuitive Colorimeter. Adults and children with migraine should be
tested with the Intuitive Colorimeter.
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Patients with migraine who benefit from coloured filters usually show a
reduction in pattern glare with the filters.11 When people with pattern
glare use the appropriately coloured filters there is an associated
improvement in performance.2,8,13,14
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Record Sheet

Circle patient’s response: B=both sides;
L=predominantly left side; R=predominantly right side

Perceptual

Pattern 1

Pattern 2

Pattern 3

Colours

BLR

BLR

BLR

Bending of lines

BLR

BLR

BLR

Blurring of lines

BLR

BLR

BLR

Shimmer / flicker

BLR

BLR

BLR

Fading

BLR

BLR

BLR

Shadowy shapes

BLR

BLR

BLR

distortion

Other effects
(Please specify)
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The page below is the front page of instructions in the actual test
booklet.
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Caution
Pattern 2 may cause bodily symptoms such as nausea and
dizziness if exposed for more than a few seconds,
particularly in individuals with migraine. In a few patients
with photosensitive epilepsy it may cause seizures.
PATIE.TS WITH EPILEPSY SHOULD .OT BE
EXPOSED TO THE PATTER..

Instructions for use
1. Familiarise the patient with the test by reading out the
check list of distortions above Pattern 1. The test should be
held at a distance of approximately 40cm from the patient’s
eyes.
Tell them to look at the dot in the centre of the pattern.
Allow them to look for 5 seconds, counting to yourself.
Then ask each question in turn, allowing the patient to avert
gaze if they are uncomfortable.
2. For any reported distortions you can ask the patient if the
distortions were equal on both sides of the vertical line, or
more pronounced on one side. Note their response.
3. Repeat this procedure for Pattern 2 and then Pattern 3.
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